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Introduction: Detecting radical innovations in the solar energy domain could

offer innovation references and support the promotion of solar energy.

However, relevant studies in the solar energy domain are lacking, and the

related methods need to be improved.

Methods: In this paper, a new framework to identify radical innovations in the

solar energy domain is proposed by combining a technological convergence

study and scientific relation analysis, and the link predictionmethod is utilized to

detect potential radical innovations in this domain.

Results: 1) The distributions of both the technological classes and scientific

categories are uneven in the solar energy domain. The top 15 technological

classes account for nearly 75.46% of all classifications. Fifteen scientific

categories are cited by all the patents, and applied physics, multidisciplinary

material science, energy and fuels play important roles in this domain. 2) The

relationships among technological classes have evolved over time and have

mainly focused on neighbouring disciplines. 3) A total of 130 patents containing

new convergence relationships and/or closely related to science are identified

as radical innovations. Radical innovative topics are related to the subdomains

of solar photovoltaic (solar PV), heat storage, heat exchangers, and solar

collectors. 4) Five potential radical innovative topics are identified. Automatic

plants for producing electric energy, solar energy ecology houses, and so on are

considered to have great potential in the future.

Discussion: The results are consistent with the authoritative report and previous

studies, which verify the viability of our methods. And the findings have

important implications for scientists, policy-makers, and investors in this

domain.
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1 Introduction

The massive burning of mineral energy has caused global

environmental pollution and ecological destruction, including

the extreme overheating of the environment (Ma et al., 2021;

Arsalan et al., 2022; Zakari et al., 2022). Solar energy is a free and

environmentally friendly supply of power that has a negligible

impact on the environment (Almutairi, et al., 2021) and has

tremendous potential to replace fossil fuels with secure, clean,

and sustainable energy (Trancik et al., 2015; Navothna and

Thotakura, 2022). Many nations, such as the United States,

Spain, Morocco, India, and China, have implemented solar

energy systems in their electrical grids (Soomar, et al., 2022).

The wide application of solar energy relies on technological

development (Gao and Zhang, 2022). Hence, many countries

have issued policies encouraging the technological innovation of

solar energy. For example, the China National Energy

Administration issued a notice on the construction of wind

power and photovoltaic power generation projects in 2020,

and the investment in solar technologies has reached

CNY1.5 billion.

Radical innovation is very important for technological

development. It has been regarded as a useful solution that

leads to substantial improvements in products/services and

can bring dramatic improvements to existing technologies

(Haas and Ham, 2015; Rampa and Agogue, 2021). In the big

data environment, the complex, multidimensional, and

continuous evolutionary characteristics of science and

technological development are becoming more observable

than ever before. In particular, solar technology is moving

forwards very fast, both in terms of its own technological

advancement and its standing among global renewable energy

technologies. It is important to identify radical innovations to

offer innovation references for countries and enterprises to

rationally allocate innovation resources and seek innovation

improvements.

Radical innovation identification has been realized from

different perspectives (Fleming, 2001; Hargadon, 2003; Dahlin

and Behrens, 2005; Yun and Geum, 2019). Due to their high

efficiency and objectivity, bibliometric methods have attracted

much interest from researchers, and patent data, which contain

rich technical information, have been widely used to study radical

innovations. Among the various quantitative methods,

technological convergence analysis has been applied widely in

recent years and is mainly based on the cooccurrence relationship

between different technological fields in patents (Fleming, 2001;

Hargadon, 2003). It is regarded as the main source of radical

innovation, and some researchers have also utilized this method

in the innovation study of solar energy (Wang et al., 2018; Zhong,

2019; Zhang et al., 2021).

However, there are some limitations in radical innovation

identification in the solar energy domain. First, the quantitative

research related to solar energy is still lacking. Second, using a

single approach that based on technological knowledge

convergence to detect innovation performance may lead to

missing some vital radical innovations. Many researchers have

proven that the scientific knowledge base of patents has an

essential effect on a patent’s value, and the scientific citations

of patents have been regarded as a critical signal to distinguish

radical innovations from other innovations (Sung et al., 2015).

Thus, both the technological and scientific knowledge should be

taken into considered when detecting the radical innovation.

Last, the identified innovations based on technological

convergence are often weak with respect to the technological

detail information because studies are focused on the provision of

the potential categories. To sum up, the timely, objective and

sufficient information is not available for personnel in solar

energy domain.

Based on the above, in this study, the knowledge convergence

study that combines the technological convergence analysis and

scientific signal analysis, as well as the topic analysis are

integrated in the detection of radical innovations in solar

energy domain. On the one hand, important and useful

information for personnel in solar energy and related domains

is provided. On the other hand, a novel and open framework is

provided for radical innovation identification, which could

improve the completeness of identification results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A

literature review is presented in the next section, which

introduces the theoretical background. Then, the data

processing and methods used in this study are introduced.

After that, the analysis results are presented and are followed

by a discussion. Finally, the last section offers the conclusion and

policy implications.

2 Literature review

2.1 Radical innovation identification

In organizational theory, a breakthrough innovation is

defined as a novel and valuable solution that substantially

improves products/services and exerts tremendous influence

on industries and markets (Haas and Ham, 2015). This term

is commonly used to explain competitive advantage and

industry restructuring (Sung et al., 2015). Thus, radical

innovation identification is studied in many disciplines

and has been identified from different perspectives

(Fleming, 2001; Hargadon, 2003; Dahlin and Behrens,

2005; Yun and Geum, 2019). In the era of big data, the

qualitative method that based on the expert evaluation was

inapplicable to the related study, and the bibliometric

methods based on the patent analysis have attracted much

interest from researchers due to the high efficiency and

objectivity. Related studies can be classified into the

following three types:
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First, some works have detected radical innovation based on

the measurement of novelty. For example, Dahlin and Behrens

(2005) assumed that patents with more recent backwards

citations tend to be more novel and could be identified as

radical innovations. Sam and Reinhilde (2013) considered

highly scientific knowledge to be related to more novel

patents that are more likely to be radical innovations.

Second, network structure analysis has been widely used in

radical innovation identification studies (Yun and Geum, 2019).

Most of the related studies have regarded the knowledge network

as a complex system. They identified radical innovation based on

measuring the effects of their emergence on network stability.

Third, knowledge convergence has recently attracted much

attention from researchers. Hargadon claimed that most radical

innovations occur from the knowledge convergence of different

technological fields (Hargadon, 2003). Many other scholars have

also verified that technological knowledge convergence is the

primary source of radical innovations (Fleming, 2001;

Negroponte, 2003; Schoenmakers and Duysters, 2010).

Meanwhile, the scientific knowledge convergence was also

regarded as the main source of radical innovations (Narin

et al., 1997; Tortoriello et al., 2014). And some researchers

identified the radical innovations based on the diversity of

scientific citations. Dahlin and Behrens (2005) defined the

patents that have more scientific citations as radical

innovations. Arts et al. (2013) also confirmed the strong link

between the quantity of scientific citations and the radical

innovations.

2.2 Technological convergence study

Technological convergence from crossing disciplines has

become one of the critical ways to identify radical innovations

(Flerming, 2001). Previous studies have focused on the general

trend of convergence (Kong et al., 2020) and fusion degree

studies (Park and Yoon, 2018). Recently, many researchers

have put efforts into technological opportunity studies.

Most scholars have contributed to disclosing the

convergence process by using patent data (Faria, 2017),

which is normally considered an important innovation

indicator. For instance, Lee et al. (2022) investigated the

technological convergence of artificial intelligence based on

patent data registered at the United States Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTO) from Google Patent Datasets.

Network analysis is commonly used to analyse patent data,

which covers cocitation analysis (Faria and Andersen, 2017),

coclassification analysis (Ko et al., 2014), and so on. Among the

diverse methods, coclassification analysis has been proven to be

an effective approach (Ko et al., 2014). First, classification

systems such as the International Patent Classification (IPC)

provide us with a flexible option to analyse technological

convergence at diverse levels. Second, coclassification

analysis can be used to overcome some limitations, such as

the time lag that exists in the citation network. For example,

Zhu et al. (2022) examined technological convergence in

35 technical fields with 49, 687, 173 patents from 2000 to

2018 by using the coclassification of IPCs. Thus, the

coclassification method is adopted to explore technological

convergence in this study.

The IPC was established by the Strasbourg Agreement in

1971 and provides a hierarchical system for the classification of

patents. If more than one IPC code is assigned to a patent, it

means that the patent contains knowledge from more than one

category, which demonstrates the technological convergence of

these categories (Feng et al., 2020). Previous studies have shown

that the partitioning of technology at the 4-digit IPC level has

important implications when studying technological innovation

(Wang et al., 2019). Based on this, our study defines technological

convergence as the cooccurrence of 4-digit IPCs in patents in the

solar energy domain.

Recently, many researchers have been involved in

technological convergence opportunity studies and have put

forwards various link prediction methods to detect potential

relations that do not exist but have high potential to appear

in the future. For example, based on patent data from 2010 to

2019, Kim and Cho (2022) explored potential technological

convergence using a link prediction model and found that IT

technologies are likely to play a crucial role in converging military

technologies. The related methods can be divided into two

categories: the first category is based on the structural

similarity in the network domain, such as the Adamic–Adar

(AA) index (Adamic and Adar, 2003), Resource Allocation (RA)

index (Zhou et al., 2009), and Jaccard coefficient (Jaccard, 1901).

The other category is network embedding algorithms in the field

of machine learning (Isella et al., 2011). Our study applies the RA

structural similarity method to link predictions to detect

potential radical innovations because this kind of approach is

not restricted by the distance function and has already been

applied successfully in patent analysis by researchers (Cao et al.,

2019).

The literature on technological convergence has laid the

foundations for radical innovation detection. However, there is

still a lack of a systematic analysis of radical innovation

identification. First, using a single approach based on the

technological knowledge convergence may lead to some key

innovations being missed. The intimate relationships between

science and technology have been widely studied (Narin et al.,

1997; Huang et al., 2015; Sung et al., 2015). Moreover, previous

results are often weak with respect to the technological detail design

because they focus on the provision of the potential categories, while

the truemeaning of a potential technology is not specified. Thus, this

paper combines IPC cooccurrence analysis, link prediction, text

mining, and manual work to conduct a technological convergence

study and integrates the role of the scientific knowledge base to

detect radical technological topics.
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2.3 Innovation study of solar energy
technology

Patents are widely used as a measure of innovation. To study

innovation in the field of solar energy, many scholars have

studied patents in the field. These studies can be classified

into the following three categories:

The first category is related to the study of the technology

road map. For example, the trajectories of key technologies in the

Chinese SWH and PV industries have been studied to

understand the technology development status (Wang et al.,

2018); the evolution of China’s solar energy patents has been

analysed from different views, including the domain distribution,

institution distribution, and the technology life cycle (Zhang

et al., 2021); a solar power knowledge ontology schema has been

constructed from the comprehensive literature and patent

review, and the topics have been identified by using machine

learning techniques and the Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)

algorithm (Trappey et al., 2019). Zhong (2019) detected the

evolutionary path and three key technology frontiers in

building-integrated photovoltaics by network analysis and text

clustering. Lai et al. (2021) used main path analysis to explore

thin film solar technological trajectories by eliminating the self-

citation effect. Luan et al. (2021) disclosed the driving forces of

solar energy technology innovation and evolution and found that

evolutionary trajectory analysis reveals different characteristics in

different stages. The spatiotemporal evolution of the PV value

chain was explored from a global perspective based on priority

patent applications. Yuan et al. (2022) explored the

spatiotemporal evolution of the PV value chain and found

that global innovation activities in developing PV technologies

are uneven in the temporal dimension.

In the second type of study, the key influencing factors of

technological innovation are analysed. For example, Han and

Magee (2018) studied how the scientific citations of patents in

this domain impact technological innovations; based on the

patent data of 25 countries from 1978 to 2003, it was proven

that the public policies related to renewable energy have played

an essential role in technological innovations in this field

(Johnstone et al., 2010). Yun et al. (2019) showed that

adopting a strategy of technological diversification and R&D

collaboration exerts a positive effect on the solar PV firm

performance based on 50 firms’ patent data. Taking the solar

PV industry as a case study, Gao (2022) investigated the impact

of international patent inflows on innovations in recipient

countries and found that international patent inflows have a

positive effect on innovations in recipient countries, but the

impact is stronger for leading countries than for late-coming

countries.

The third category is related to technological convergence.

For example, Son and Cho (2020) conducted an IPC code

cooccurrence network analysis of PV patents over a 15-year

period to analyse technology fusion in the PV industry in South

Korea and demonstrated that the structural pattern of fusion has

been diversified or decentralized over time; the emergence of new

combinations of unrelated technologies in the solar domain at

the regional level was explored to prove that unrelated

technologies are more likely to be recombined when they are

strongly colocated in the same region (Li et al., 2020). Kangas

et al. (2021) studied the technological convergence between

information and communication technology (ICT) and solar

energy. They found that the development of basic technologies

has been even faster than the development of solar PV ICT

solutions.

However, these studies have some limitations. First, there is

still a lack of systematic analysis of radical innovations in the

solar energy domain, most of the studies are focused on the solar

PV sub-domain. Second, few of the convergence studies have

combined different knowledge source (i.e., technological

knowledge and scientific knowledge) into radical innovation

detection; thus, some key radical innovations may have been

lost. Last, the identified innovations based on technological

convergence are often weak with respect to the technological

detail information because studies are focused on the provision of

the potential categories (i.e., the IPC or CPC categories). In

contrast, the true meaning of a potential technology has not been

specified. Based on this, in this paper, we incorporate

technological convergence analysis and scientific knowledge

linkage analysis into study. The patents with new

technological convergence and more scientific citations in the

solar energy domain are identified as the radical innovations. To

provide more detailed information, the LDA model was utilized

into study of the topics of radical innovations.

3 Methods

3.1 Data

The patent data in this study were collected from the

Derwent Innovation Index, which contains patents from

worldwide patent-issuing authorities. We searched the topic

“solar energy” or “solar power” or “Sun’s energy” or “Sun’s

power” and the IPC code “F24J002” or “H01L031” or

“F03G006” or “F24D017” or “F24D003” and obtained

10,995 patents from 2000 to 2019 in the solar energy domain

(downloaded on 20 October 2020, and the original data could be

found in Supplementary Appendix S1).

3.2 Methodology

This study aims to explore the radical innovations in the solar

energy domain by combining the technological convergence

method and scientific relation analysis and to detect radical

innovations that do not existing now but have high
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probabilities of appearing in the future. To detect more detailed

information, the technological topics are explored using text

mining and qualitative analysis.

Figure 1 shows the framework of this study. First, the

technological convergence relationships are constructed based

on the IPCs’ cooccurrence in the solar energy patents. Then the

distribution of technological classifications and the evolution of

their cooccurrence relationships are studied, and the radical

innovations with new convergence relationships in recent

years are identified. Second, the patents with more scientific

citations are selected as possible radical innovations too. Third,

the topics of patents containing the new technological

convergence relationships as well as the strong scientific

knowledge relations are analysed by using text mining.

Finally, the potential radical innovative topics are identified by

using the link prediction method and manual work through

analyzing the content of related previous patents that contain the

identified relationships.

3.2.1 Knowledge convergence analysis
The knowledge convergence analysis including

technological and scientific knowledge convergence analysis.

First, classification codes that assigned to the patents could

represent the disciplinary knowledge. The cooccurrence of

different codes in a patent could represent the technological

knowledge convergence from different fields. In this study, we

use the IPC because it is a widely used and international

standard classification. The IPC contains eight sections,

131 classes and 642 subclasses. Previous studies have shown

that the partitioning of technology at the subclass level (4-digit

IPC) has important implications when studying technological

innovation (Yun and Geum, 2019). Based on this, we define

technological knowledge convergence as the cooccurrence of 4-

digit IPCs in patents. And the patents with new convergence

relationships are identified as the possible radical innovations.

Second, we adopt the number of scientific citations of the patent

as the metric of scientific knowledge convergence, which was

proved to has strong relationship with radical innovations

(Dahlin and Behrens, 2005; Arts et al., 2013).

3.2.2 Radical topic detection
To gain a deeper understanding of radical innovations, the

topics of the identified radical innovations are explored using text

mining. LDA is a popular text mining method that is widely used

in patent analysis. In this study, we combine LDA with the term-

extraction method (by using the Cortext tool) to summarize the

topics. The detailed formulas of LDA are given as follows:

p ϕ1: k, θ1: D, z1: D, w1: D( ) � ∏K
i�1

p ϕ( )∏D
d�1

p θd( ) ∏N
n�1

p zd,n
∣∣∣∣θd( )p wd,n

∣∣∣∣∣ϕ1;k, zd,n( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
(1)

p ϕ1: k, θ1: D, z1: D, w1: D( ) � p ϕ1: k, θ1: D, z1: D, w1: D( )
p w1: D( ) (2)

where D indicates the document set which contains N

documents, ϕk is the “topic-word” distribution of topic k,

ϕ1: k is the distribution of topics from 1 to k, θd is the

“document-topic” distribution of document d, θd,k is the

probability of topic k in document d, wd are the words

contained in document d, wd,n is word n in document d, zd
are all of the topics in document d, and zd,n is the topic of word

n in document d. Furthermore, θ or ϕ are subjected to the

Dirichlet distribution with super-parameters α or β.

FIGURE 1
The framework of the study.
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Furthermore, in this study, the coherence index is used to

determine the number of topics (Stevens et al., 2012). The

coherence index is a measure of the semantic similarity of

keywords contained in each topic. The number of topics with

the highest coherence value is the best number of topics. The

formula is written as follows:

coherence V( ) � ∑
vi ,vj( )∈V

log
D vi, vj( ) + ε

D vj( ) (3)

3.2.3 Link prediction
Link prediction method was utilized to study the promissing

technologies in this paper. Among the various methods, the RA

index has been proven to have good performance in many

networks, especially in short-path networks (Zhou et al.,

2009). Thus, in this study, RA is selected to predict

technological convergence in the solar energy field.

The idea of the RA index is that if two disciplines have a

greater number of common neighbours, they have a high

possibility of a convergence relationship in the future. If their

common neighbours have more convergence relationships with

other disciplines, their contributions to the connection of these

two disciplines are lower. The RA index can be calculated as

follows:

SRAuv � ∑
z∈Γ u( )∩Γ v( )

w u, z( ) + w v, z( )
S z( ) (4)

where u and v are two IPCs in the network, Γ(u) is the group of

IPCs that have cooccurrence relationships with IPC u, and

Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v) is the number of common neighbours between

IPC u and IPC v. W (u, z) is the number of times that IPC u

and IPC z appear in the same patent and S(z) � ∑j∈Γ(z)w(z, j).
We use the area under the curve (AUC) to measure the

accuracy of the link prediction algorithms. Ten percent of

existing links are randomly selected as test links. A link

prediction algorithm gives a score for each link in the test

set to qualify its existence likelihood. The value of AUC can be

viewed as the probability that the score of an existing link is

higher than a randomly chosen non-existing link (Martinez

et al., 2017). In the implementation, we compare the scores of a

randomly chosen existing link and a randomly chosen non-

existing link and compare them independently n times. n’ is the

number of times that the score of an existing link is higher than

that of a non-existent link, and n” is the number of times that

they have the same score. The value of AUC is defined as

follows:

AUC � n, + 0.5n,,

n
(5)

4 Results

From 2000 to 2019, 373 IPCs covered 10,955 collected

patents, and the total number of occurrence reached 23,957.

The undirected weighted convergence networks from 2000 to

2019 are constructed based on the cooccurrence relations of

the IPC codes. The nodes denote the technological disciplines

(IPC codes), the links are the convergence relationships, and

the weights are the frequency of cooccurrences of the two

technological disciplines. Figure 2 displays the technological

convergence map from 2000 to 2019. For better presentation,

the weights of links that are greater than 10 are selected. As a

result, 308 IPC codes are shown in the figure. Five

components are detected using the Van Eck and Waltman

association strength measure in VOSviewer (Van and

Waltman, 2010).

4.1 Distribution of technological
classifications from 2000 to 2019

Figure 3 shows that with the increase in patents related to the

domain, there is an evident increase in the number of categories

from 2000 to 2010. From 2011 to 2019, there are downwards

trends in the numbers of patents and categories. This indicates

that the more technological classes of this domain tend to link

with each other from 2000 to 2010 and that there is a decreasing

trend after 2010.

Table 1 presents the technological classifications of patents

from 2000 to 2019 with percentages greater than 1% for all IPCs.

The highest percentage classification is the F24J IPC, which ranks

highest among all classifications, followed by H01L, F03G, F24D,

etc. These classifications mainly focus on the fields of heating,

power generation, semiconductor devices, and machines or

engines. The total occurrence of these 15 classifications

accounts for nearly 75.46% of all classifications, indicating

that researchers rely heavily on these dominant classifications

FIGURE 2
Technological convergencemap of the solar energy domain;
VOSviewer is used for visualization.
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in the field and implying an uneven distribution of classifications

in the solar energy domain.

4.2 The convergence process for
technological fields

To trace the evolution of technological convergence, we use

Cortext (cortext.net) to generate an evolution map for disciplines

in the domain. This map aids in visualizing the details and

components of relationships based on flow diagrams (also called

“Sankey”) of classification relations (Rosvall and Bergstro, 2010).

Cortext is used to apply the cosine similarity and Louvain

algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008) for the decomposition. If one

technological category (shown as bars in Figure 4) in a year is

present in the following year, the flow of this category in the

network will be represented as a belt linking the 2 bars

(Leydesdorff and Goldstone, 2014).

FIGURE 3
Number of patents and IPCs from 2000 to 2019.
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TABLE 1 Distribution and ranking of technological classifications with percentages greater than 1%.

IPC Name Percentage

F24J Production or use of heat not otherwise provided for 31.42

H01L Semiconductor devices; electric solid-state devices not otherwise provided for 10.01

F03G spring, weight, inertia, or like motors; mechanical-power-producing devices or mechanisms, not otherwise provided for or using energy
sources not otherwise provided for

8.07

F24D Domestic- or space-heating systems 6.54

F24H Fluid heaters, e.g., water or air heaters, having heat-generating means, in general 3.12

F01K Steam engine plants; steam accumulators; engine plants not otherwise provided for; engines using special working fluids or cycles 2.33

H02S Generation of electric power by conversion of infrared radiation, visible light, or ultraviolet light 2.16

H02N Electric machines not otherwise provided for 2.00

F25B Refrigeration machines, plants, or systems; combined heating and refrigeration systems; heat pump systems 1.98

F03D Wind motors 1.46

F24S Solar heat collectors; solar heat systems 1.42

F24F Air-conditioning; air-humidification; ventilation; use of air currents for screening 1.40

F22B Methods of steam generation; steam boilers 1.26

H02J Circuit arrangements or systems for supplying or distributing electric power; systems for storing electric energy 1.23

E04D Roof coverings; sky-lights; gutters; roof-working tools 1.06

Accumulated percentage of top disciplines greater than 1% 75.46

FIGURE 4
Relationships between IPCs from 2000 to 2019.
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From 2000 to 2009, the complexity of the domain slightly

increases—the number of communities increases from 7 to 8.

The dominant relations of each community in each period

are shown in Figure 5. Some of the relationships lack

continuity and only exist for several years. It is worth

noting that from 2011 to 2019, the number of

communities decreased to 5. In addition, the map reveals

that the convergence of IPC codes mainly occurs within the

F0 category. For example, F03G & F03D, F01K & F03G, and

F02C & F22G account for a large proportion of the different

classification combinations. The F24J & F2D, H01G & H01L

combinations have been the more prominent convergence

relations in the recent period.

4.3 Radical innovations in the recent
period

4.3.1 Radical innovative patent identification
based on the analysis of new convergent
relations

To detect new IPC relations (at the four-digit level) during

the most recent period (2017–2019), we also downloaded all the

related patents published from 1973 to 1999. Finally, among the

total of 1,105 patents published from 2017 to 2019, 101 patents

with 216 new relationships that had not previously appeared in

the solar energy domain are identified in this study. These

relationships indicate new knowledge recombination in the

FIGURE 5
Relationships between IPCs from 2000 to 2019.

TABLE 2 New relationships in the period of 2017–2019 (Top_10).

New relation Frequency Related patents Convergent technologies

F24D-F24T 6 CN107131544; WO2017195885; CN108375216; CN209726395;
CN209386466; JP2019105385

Heating systems & Geothermal systems

F24F-F24T 4 CN209726395; CN209386466; WO2017195885; JP2019105385 Air-conditioning & Geothermal systems

A01G-F24S 3 CN107251831; CN106613537; WO2018140211 Horticulture & Solar heat collectors

F01D-F04B 3 KR2017022053; CN206785572; CN106917728 Steam turbines & Pumps

F03D-H04W 3 US2018315271; US2018238305; US2019154004 Wind motors & Wireless communication

F24S-F24V 3 KR2019042901; KR1965693; RU2017133277 Solar heat collectors & Production or use of heat

F24H-G07F 2 CN206787088; CN106969512 Fluid heaters & Coin-free apparatus

F24J-G07F 2 CN106969512; CN206787088 Production or use of heat & Coin-free apparatus

B32B-F24F 2 CN206377800; WO2018006160 Layered products & Air-conditioning

B01D-H01M 2 WO2020072097; US2017211033 Separation & Galvanic primary or secondary cells
or batteries
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solar energy domain; thus, the patents containing these

relationships are considered to have higher possibilities of

being radical innovations. Table 2 lists the top_10 new

relations that appear in recent patents. Radical innovations

may be identified from these new combinations of knowledge

from different fields. Using F24T, F24F, F24S, and G07F in new

relation combinations seems to be popular. They are related to

geothermal system, air conditioning, coin-free apparatus

technologies. These new convergent technologies, which

indicate the radical innovations in this domain, include the

convergence of heating and geothermal systems, air

conditioning and geothermal systems and horticulture and

solar heat collectors. More detailed technological information

is studied by utilizing semantic analysis based on the titles and

abstracts of related patents (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.2 Identification of radical technologies based
on scientific citations

In the total of 10,995 patents, there are 484 patents have scientific

citations. The detailed information on the top 10 patents with more

scientific citations is shown in Table 3. Besides, in the 14 patents that

have scientific citations and published in 2017–2019, there is only

one patent has new combinations of technological fields, the result

shows that the two approaches are complementary since some

strong scientific knowledge-related patents did not contain the

new convergence relations.

TABLE 3 The top 10 patents that have scientific citations.

Rank PN Title

1 KR2016054201 Solar energy blind device comprises a solar heat board adhered to a common blind portion, where the solar heat board provides
protection from the sunlight and has a storage main part for storing the sunlight energy

2 DE102005000710 Intelligent solar cell assemblies and their mounting on fixed and moving rotor blades, towers, water wheels and wind generators,
recover electricity and optimize or brake rotary speed

3 CN201277721 Balcony sideboard type solar water heating and terrestrial radiation heating device for residential building, has solar water heater
whose solar bracket is set with sideboard, and assistant heat source fixed on hot water storage tank

4 TW201520424 Capture and application method of natural resource utilizing a hydroelectric power generation device, a thermoelectric power
generation device, or other renewable energy source to realize environmental protection and energy saving

5 CN101487619 Passive reverse air change system for building e.g. high rise building, has impeller driving mechanism and air inlet fan, downwardly
pushing outside air to vent port at lower end through air inlet pipeline and supplying air to indoor

6 CN201277727 Simple-structure solar cooker, has solar battery photic-transforming electricity device respectively and fixedly connected onto
support of beam condensing unit and moving under-frame by legs

7 WO2012073868 Photoelectric conversion apparatus e.g. silicon film solar battery module of lamination apparatus for electric power generation
system, has glass plates whose peripheries are jointed by performing fusion process

8 CN204880866 Domestic hot water and floor heating solar energy heat pump machine, has four-way valve connected with D-type interface, and
pipeline and solar energy heat exchanger input end connected with side of electronic expand valve

9 CN104315808 Large-caliber straight-through heat collecting tube-type solar energy drier, has collecting tube whose inner wall is connected with
metal tube, and left pipe end bracket and right pipe end bracket that are mounted with machine frame

10 CN103090456 Multi-energy combined-type heat water system, has water storage tank provided with temperature sensor, heat exchanger provided
with basic disk pipe, and fuel gas boiler connected with input end of system controller

TABLE 4 New topics of convergence relations in the period of 2017–2019.

Topic High-frequency terms

Solar PV solar cell structure | insulator layer | porous structure | flexible optical cable | fuel combustion chamber | solar panel | PV modules | silicon
solar cells | wireless communication network | thin film

Heat storage thermal storage tank | geothermal energy | tubular-type solar energy | hydroponic nutrient liquid | heat absorbing film | control system | solar
panel | metal oxide | intelligent control system | greenhouse hydroponic nutrient

Heat exchanger remote control | sunlight greenhouse | semiconductor device | heat exchanger chamber | upper shell portion | indoor condenser | waste heat |
brightness sensor | cooling pipe | cross-season heat complementary

Solar collector transparent conducting film | PVT module | nanomaterials | organic solar cell | artificial energy source | valve arrangement | ZnO base layer |
semiconductor device | spiral channel | sweep gas
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To detect more detailed information, the topic LDA model is

applied to the titles and abstracts of the 101 patents containing

new knowledge convergence and the top 30 strong scientific

knowledge-related patents (130 patents in total after removing

duplicates). We set the number of topics based on the coherence

value (Son and Cho, 2020). Finally, the patent documents are

classified into four groups. Then, we use the term extraction tool

in Cortext (cortext.net) to extract the top occurring terms. The

topics can be summarized as solar PV, heat storage, heat

exchangers, and solar collectors according to the terms (Table 4).

The recent radical innovations are mainly related to these

four topics. First, in the topic of solar PV, radical innovations are

focused on the solar cell structure and materials, which are

related to the insulator layer, solar panel and PV modules.

The enhanced structure is utilized to improve the solar heat

energy utilization. Patent WO2019064218 designed a solar panel

attachable-type hot water boiler that can increase the heat area of

the waiting line and solar energy. Thin film technology has been

widely used in radical innovations. For example, patent

US2018209162 used the thin film in a heat sink system for

collecting solar energy from sunlight in, e.g., agriculture

applications. The porous structure also has been widely used

in solar PV technology. In patent WO2017147463, an aerogel

material comprising silica aerogel and a porous material with an

average radius of less than or equal to 5 nm with a standard

deviation of 3 nm were presented. This patent could be

implemented to achieve high receiver efficiency at low cost.

Besides, patent WO2017130224 provided an intelligent inline

connector device for connecting photovoltaic modules of a solar

power generation system, with a wireless communicationmodule

placed within the connector part.

In the topic of heat storage, radical innovative technologies

are mainly related to thermal storage tanks, cleaning system-

based geothermal energy, solar energy generating devices,

absorbent films, aluminium solar panels, etc. In addition, the

intelligent control system and hydroponics solar products are

also possible radical innovations in this subdomain. Many

patents are related to the thermal storage tank structure and

aim at prevent the overheating of the storage tank. For example,

patent JP2019199979 designs a road-heating layer on the

outdoors adjacent to the building. Besides, patent

CN206785572 and CN108375216 are solar energy and

geothermal energy combined energy system, which fully

utilizes geothermal energy, solar energy and other energy,

effectively improves power generation efficiency, and makes

full use of abundant natural resources. Patent CN107166747,

CN106969512, and CN107289633 are related to the intelligent

systems. For example, patent CN107166747 designed an

intelligent solar water heater that has control circuit provided

with main control board, power supply board and motor, and

water temperature regulator formed with mixing cavity inside.

The heat exchanger topic includes remote control,

semiconductor, condenser and sensor radical innovations.

Waste heat utilization and cross-season multienergy

complementary technologies are also emerging as radical

innovations. Patent CN106802075 proposes a computer

remote controlled drying solar heat collecting device that

using distributed node network and can effectively reduce

energy consumption and transmits fast signal transmission.

Patent WO2017121830 is a solution of tungstate ions used to

form semiconductor layer for photovoltaic devices, which has a

dynamic viscosity of 2–64 cP, preferably 8–19 cP, at 25°C and

atmospheric pressure of 101–325 Pa. It is stable over time,

homogenous and compatible with printing techniques. And it

can be prepared by simple and easy process without utilizing

chemical pollutants or toxic compounds. Patent

CN209386466 claims a energy complementary system cross-

season solar and ground source heat pump, which combines

the solar thermal technology, shallow ground temperature energy

ground source heat pump technology and soil heat technology

effectively fused together, which can ensure the stability and

safety of the ground source heat pump system, and also promotes

the development of the solar heating technology.

The solar collector topic mainly includes the radical

innovations related to the PVT module that is designed as an

organic solar cell, the power collector and the valve arrangement

and spiral channel for the pump system. More specifically, the

photovoltaic (PVT) module described in WO2017108984 could

be used as a facade element, air collector, solar dryer, or domestic

hot water module for use in insulated glazing, which enables

space-saving use of both technologies and provides improved

properties. The organic solar cell is operated reliably and at a high

efficiency even at higher temperatures since the efficiency does

not decrease at relatively high temperatures or decreases only to a

lesser extent compared to silicon cells. In patent CN108661719,

an in-cylinder engine formed with a spiral channel connected

with a water pump impeller for driving the rotation of a water

pump impeller and a lighting mechanism for collecting sunlight

heat energy through a cylinder wall were proposed. In patent

WO2017198777, a transparent conducting film for

semiconductor devices was described. This film, which is

based on nominally undoped ZnO, has enhanced

environmental stability. The manufacturing method can be

used as a relatively simple setup, especially if the plasma close

TABLE 5 Potential convergence relationships.

Potential convergence relationship RA value

F01K-F24D .67

F24D-E04H .59

F21V-H01L .58

F24H-B01D .51

F23L-F24S .51
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to the substrate is generated by RF biasing, and maintenance and

operation costs can be reduced in comparison with processes that

use inductively coupled plasma to make the ZnO deposit

conductive.

4.4 Potential radical technological topics

Potential radical innovation identification in the study is

based on the analysis of convergence relationships. These include

relationships that did not exist in this domain in 2017–2019 but

have a high possibility of appearing in the future. The RA

algorithm is applied in this study, and the AUC is applied to

test the validity. In this study, the AUC value of RA is .96, which

indicates that the RA algorithm is effective in estimating potential

relationships.

In this study, the top five relationships with high RA values

are viewed as potential convergence relationships and are shown

in Table 5. The meanings of the IPC codes are listed in Table 6.

F01K-F24D is the top potential convergence relationship in

terms of RA value, meaning that patents containing

knowledge from “F01K and F24D” have a notably high

possibility of appearing in the future. In addition, two of the

top five convergence links contain F24D, indicating that this

discipline is the most popular in the convergence network with

the most convergence partners.

To further understand the potential convergence relationships

and offer more detailed information on the potential radical topics,

the patents that contain the five potential convergence relationships

are collected and analysed. It is assumed that the topics of the

potential convergence relationship are similar to those that the

relationship covers in previous patents.

There is one patent containing F01K and F24D in 2016, and it is

related to an automatic plant for producing electric energy. Thus, we

consider that the potential convergence of F01K and F24D might

also be related to this topic. There were two patents in

2016 containing F24D and E04H; the potential radical topic

might be related to the building integrated photovoltaic system.

The potential convergence of F21V and H01L might be associated

with the topic of a solar concentrator apparatus. The potential

convergence of F24H and B01D might be related to the system of

supplying drinking water and electricity. The potential convergence

of F23L and F24S might address a solar energy photothermal

conversion heating furnace. Specially, in the research report on

innovative solar technologies by APEC Energy Working Group

(2018), the authors stressed that converting solar radiation into heat

is themost simple and direct application of solar energy, with greater

potential than other forms of renewable sources. While the building

integrated photovoltaic system was regarded to “pose an

opportunity to play an essential part in a new era of distributed

power generation”. And they claimed that the technologies of

aesthetic designs and flexible thin film solar PV module should

be taken together into mitigate the barriers posed for current

building integrated photovoltaic applications. Besides, the

concentrator, which is one of the core parts of solar collector,

was regarded to be important to the use efficiency of solar

energy. The authoritative results in the report support the

effectiveness of our predicting results.

5 Discussion

This study explores the radical technologies in the solar

energy domain. Based on the combination of a technological

convergence study and scientific relationship analysis, we

investigate radical innovation using global patent data and

reveal more details about radical innovative topics and

potential topics in this domain.

TABLE 6 Potential IPC codes in convergence relationships.

IPC code Definition

F01K Steam engine plants; steam accumulators; engine plants not otherwise provided for; engines using special working fluids or cycles

F24D Domestic-or space-heating systems, e.g., central heating systems; domestic hot water supply systems; elements or components therefor

E04H Buildings or like structures for particular purposes; swimming or splash baths or pools; masts; fencing; tents or canopies, in general

F21V Functional features or details of lighting devices or systems thereof; structural combinations of lighting devices with other articles, not
otherwise provided for

H01L Semiconductor devices; electric solid-state devices not otherwise provided for

F24H Fluid heaters, e.g., water or air heaters, having heat-generating means, in general

B01D Separation

F23L Supplying air or non-combustible liquids or gases to combustion apparatus in general; valves or dampers specially adapted for controlling air
supply or draught in combustion apparatus; inducing draught in combustion apparatus; tops for chimneys or ventilating shafts; terminals for
flues

F24S Solar heat collectors; solar heat systems
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5.1 The evolution of technological
convergence relations

Based on the network structure analysis results, the average

degree of the convergence networks demonstrates an increasing

trend, indicating that more technological categories of this

domain tend to link with each other. Meanwhile, the

decreasing centrality indicators reveal that the network may

be dominated by various groups of categories rather than a

single category. The increasing cohesion indicators

demonstrate the growing trend of convergence among various

technological categories. These results show that solar energy

technology has the characteristics of evolving trends running in a

parallel manner between technological convergence and

divergence, which are consistent with the conclusions by Son

and Cho (2020), thus proving the validity of our research.

According to the intuitive visualization at the 3-digit IPC

level, the technological categories are likely to link with those

from neighbouring categories. At the same time, few

relationships exist among distinct categories and often last for

a short period. This may be because although technical diversity

could breed disruptive innovation; it is also hazardous.

Meanwhile, the dominant relations between adjacent

categories are more stable. For example, the continuity of

F24D-F24F and F03G-F03D lasted for almost the whole

20 years. This result reminds that researchers and engineers in

the solar energy domain should collaborate with practitioners in

adjacent categories.

5.2 Radical innovative technologies

The patents that contain new technological convergence

relations and more scientific citations are regarded as having

high possibilities to be radical innovations in this research.

Radical technologies are related to solar PV, heat storage, heat

exchangers and solar collectors. The detailed technologies are

analysed by using semantic analysis.

The solar cell is the core technology of the solar power

generation system and is also the most essential part. How to

improve the storage efficiency and photoelectric conversion

efficiency are the hotspots in the field. From the empirical

evidence, carbon-based batteries are currently widely

researched. This is due to the hydrophobic and heat resistance

stability of the carbon material, which can significantly enhance

battery performance (Wei et al., 2018). The ZnO transparent

conducting film is regarded as the most advanced flexible

transparent conductive thin film material; it has many

advantages, such as abundant sources, a friendly environment,

easy processing, and low cost (Song et al., 2014). In addition,

array substrates, photovoltaic modules, and solar panels are

recent radical topics.

Due to the seasonality and timeliness of solar energy, heat

storage and exchanger technologies have been core themes in

solar energy studies for a long time. Our result shows that the

combination of solar energy with other renewable energy has

become a hot spot, which is in accordance with a previous

study (Chong et al., 2011; Guler et al., 2022). For instance, a

hybrid system can provide better grid utilization due to

different peak intervals of wind and solar radiation. Radical

innovations are also related to the combination of solar and

geothermal energy. In addition, intelligent systems are current

hotspots.

In the solar collector topic, PVT technology is a new type of

solar energy utilization technology that combines photovoltaic

power generation and solar thermal utilization; its energy

efficiency is significantly higher than that of traditional

collectors (Shi, 2018). The solar power tower (SPT) has many

advantages, such as large-scale and high thermal cycling

efficiency, and has been regarded as the most promising

technology (García et al., 2014). In addition, radical

innovations are related to the valve arrangement and spiral

channel for the pump system.

In the recent years, many researchers have proposed various

solutions related to the aforementioned areas to improve the

solar conversion efficiency and down the cost. For example, in

the solar cell technosphere, Khurshid et al. (2022) have proposed

the quantum dots ensitized ZnO nano-rods array solar cell,

which could achieve high power conversion efficiency. And

the perovskites cell have been explored as one of the most

promising technologies (Sun et al., 2022). Besides, ultra-thin

film solar cell, nanoparticles structured organic solar cells, and so

on have been the focal points. Many researchers have paid

attentions on multi-generation energy system driven by

integrated renewable energy sources. Calise et al. (2016)

designed a hybrid solar-geothermal plant for multi tasks; Das

and Singh (2022) integrated a doubly-fed induction generator to

a solar photovoltaic array for wind-solar hybrid power

generation. In the solar collector topic, Adun et al. (2022)

simulated the performance of the PVT system into residential

settlement, and confirmed the potential benefits of this

technology. In a word, both the researchers and engineers in

the solar energy domain need to pay more attentions on these

radical topics.

Based on the detailed information of radical innovative

patents, solar energy is mainly applied to water heating, air

conditioning and mobile charging. The research related to

heating water is mainly about the water tank material, solar

pipeline and control unit, which are the core technologies to heat

water. Solar air conditioner technology has attracted global

attention, and many researchers have focused on improving

the utilization rate of solar energy and reducing energy

consumption. In addition, portable solar chargers have

attracted extensive attention.
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5.3 Potential relations and topics

According to the link prediction algorithm, five relationships

with high RA values are identified as potential relationships:

F01K-F24D, F24D-E04H, F21V-H01L, F24H-B01D and F23L-

F24S.

The potential relationship between F01K and F24D might

be related to the topic of automatic plants for producing

electric energy (Giuseppe, 2016). This is because solar

energy has the characteristics of seasonal and regional

diversity, and the light intensity could show significant

differences at different times of the day in the same season.

Automatic plants related to concentrating solar power

technology with thermal energy storage can be used to

overcome the intermittent and unstable nature of solar

energy and reduce costs. The relation between F24D and

E04H might be related to a solar energy ecology house (Li

et al., 2015). The organic integration of solar energy and

buildings has great potential in the future (Chen and

Alateeq, 2021). For instance, a solar energy collector could

be used to cover the rooftop of a building or as a substitute for

the rooftop layer, thus achieving the holistic aesthetics of the

building, reducing unnecessary extravagance and lowering

costs.

The potential convergence of F21V and H01L might be

related to a solar concentrator apparatus (Hebrink et al.,

2010). The concentrator is significant for efficiently

utilizing solar energy. Its unstable and intermittent nature

makes the efficient use of solar energy difficult, and there is a

great need to reduce the cost of power generation; light from

the Sun needs to be concentrated in a smaller area. Many

methods have been designed to achieve this goal (Bartłomie

et al., 2021). The potential convergence of F24H and B01D

might address the application of solar energy, which might be

closely related to the system of supplying drinking water and

electricity (Wang et al., 2012). This is also true for F23L and

F24S, which might be related to the heating furnace (Cao et al.,

2014).

6 Conclusion and policy implications

The development of solar energy technology is of great

significance for the sustainable development of human society.

This paper studies radical innovation in the solar technological

field based on a new framework by using patent literature. It

provides more details about radical innovative topics and

potential innovative topics in this domain.

The findings have implications for scientists, policymakers,

and investors in this domain. For example, the potential

convergence relationships could offer references for

researchers seeking technical cooperation since technological

convergence could promote innovation and cross the technical

barrier in the domain. For methodological implications, this

work combines a technological convergence analysis and

scientific relationship study, which could present some critical

findings from being lost by comparing the results with previous

studies using only a single approach. In addition, text mining and

link prediction are applied to identify radical innovative topics

and potential topics in the domain. Thus, the detailed

information could be detected further.

Despite its contributions, several limitations also exist in

this study. First, the solar energy domain is studied as a whole,

while this domain consists of several subdomains, such as heat

storage and photoelectric conversion. These subdomains are

significantly different from each other; thus, further division

of the solar energy domain into several parts could allow for

more detailed research about technological convergence.

Second, the technological convergence study is mainly

dependent on the classification method of technology.

While the technological categories vary in different

databases, other classification methods are also used in

other works (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 1999; Han and Magee,

2018), which may lead to different convergence trend results.

In addition, due to the few scientific citations of patents in the

solar energy domain, the scientific relation study is only

related to the variety of citations. The relationships

between science and radical innovations could be delved

into deeply by adding other technological domains. For

example, diversity indicators, such as the indicator

proposed by Rao-Stirling et al., 2007, could be utilized to

explore the relations between scientific categories and radical

innovations in the future. Stevens et al., 2012.
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